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Summary
• Individuals look to training providers to gain career accomplishments, certificates,  
 degrees, and designations to achieve their career goals. 

• Digital badges or PDF credentials lack proof of being authentic and current, and can  
 be easily reproduced or falsified, impacting both the individual and the reputation of  
 the training provider. 

• To be fully recognized, individuals must be able to demonstrate the authenticity,  
 including time and date, of their credentials.

• Verifiable credentials help training providers enable learners by protection of their  
 hard-earned assets, credibility, recognition and relevancy.

Introduction
Like many other aspects of our daily lives, the digital transformation of education and 
training has added both convenience and challenges. Much like the shift to remote work, 
we can now learn from the comfort of our homes. Gone are the days of taking an 
in-person course where you receive your gold-sealed certificate upon completion of the 
last class, or walk across a stage to pick up your hard-earned degree. 

Online course offerings are growing exponentially1, and individuals need to demonstrate 
their career accomplishments by showing digital certificates, degrees and designations 
to potential employers, who in-turn need to know the credentials are genuine and 
current. Typical digital badges or PDF credentials inherently lack proof of authenticity, 
and fraudulent versions are easy to create and share2. 

How can training providers make sure that the training certifications they issue cannot 
be copied, modified or tampered with? Their reputation with individuals and employers 
depends on ensuring their credentials are official and valid – anywhere, anytime – not to 
mention secure.

This is where verifiable credentials come in.

Verifiable digital credentials ensure transparency and trustworthiness because they are 
directly traceable to the organization that issued them, such as a training provider or 
professional association. As a leader in the secure, open exchange of verifiable 
credentials and digital identity solutions, Credivera is at the forefront of creating 
technology to empower leaners to own and control their hard-earned credentials. 

This white paper introduces you to the world of verifiable credentials – what they are, 
how they work, the technology that powers them and the benefits they provide to 
individual workers and training providers. 
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What are Verifiable Credentials?
When we say that digital credentials need to 
be secure and accurate, what does that 
really mean and how is it accomplished? Is 
there a difference between “verified” 
credentials and “verifiable” credentials? The 
answer is undeniably yes, and it’s an 
important distinction. Read on to learn 
more about verifiable credentials and how 
they work.

Verifiable credentials are tamper-evident 
credentials that are machine-verifiable 
using secure communication technology, or 
cryptography3, based on globally recognized 
standards (see inset). Blockchain technolo-
gy is an example of cryptography that 
enables immutable and decentralized sto-
rage of tamper-evident logs, such as proofs 
of identity or verifiable credentials4,5.

A key differentiator between conventional 
digital badges and “verified” credentials 
versus “verifiable” credentials is the latter 
not only satisfy common standards, but 
comply with open standards making them 
globally recognized, and independently veri-
fiable – anywhere, anytime – even if the 
issuer no longer exists!

Characteristics of verifiable credentials6,7:

• Issued by a competent, decentralized  
 authority

• Cryptographically verifiable, secure, and  
 tamper-evident

• Information is immutable and   
 discoverable at any time

• Portable and interoperable across  
 systems

Decentralized: transfer of control from a 
centralized entity to a distributed network

Tamper-evident: device or process that 
makes unauthorized access easily detected

Immutable: unchanging over time or unable 
to be changed

Interoperable: able to exchange and make 
use of information
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What is W3C and DIF and
Why do They Ma�er?

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)8 is an inter-
national community that develops open standards 
defining an open web platform for application devel-
opment, including input from committees dedicated 
to digital identity and verifiable credentials. The W3C 
is laying the foundation of open data model stan-
dards to satisfy the basic requirements of a verifi-
able credential.

Beyond the web, the Decentralized Identity Founda-
tion (DIF)9 is developing industry standards and 
foundational technical components of an open, 
standards-based, decentralized identity ecosystem 
for people, organizations, apps, and devices. Much 
like the W3C committees, the DIF has several wor-
king groups including those focused on decentra-
lized identity, authentication, and credentials.

The recommendations and standards from these 
organizations will provide a higher level of identity 
assurance, privacy protection, and security. Ulti-
mately, this will affect how individuals manage their 
identity and the technology that companies building 
apps will require to meet the standards.
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“Digital credentials, accessed through 
a portable exchange make it easy to 
both show and validate in-demand 
skills, knowledge and competencies.” 

– Laura Jo Gunter
President & CEO, NAIT
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How do Verifiable Credentials Work?
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In practice, verifiable credentials require a secure communication ecosystem between the 
entities that issue, manage and verify the credentials. The three entities in a verifiable 
credential ecosystem are6,7:

Because the verifiable credential model 
is decentralized, it places the holder of 
a credential at the center of the 
ecosystem, giving individuals complete 
control of their credentials and identity. 
The holder can securely share their 
credentials with a verifier and even 
choose which details they want to 
share, a concept know as selective 
disclosure. 

Much like paper credentials, the 
decentralized model allows individuals 
to keep verifiable credentials in digital 
wallets on their devices. To make sure 
the credentials cannot be forged or 
modified, the “proofs” of the credentials 
are stored in a verifiable data registry 
(e.g., blockchain). Once a credential is 
presented to another party, the 
credential can be easily verified by 
checking this proof in the data registry.

Verifiable credentials contain a variety 
of information including: 

• Type of credential

• Issuer of the credential

• Holder of the credential

• Date that the credential was issued

• Constraints on the credential (e.g.,  
 expiry date, terms of use)

• Status of the credential (i.e., whether  
 it is active, suspended, or revoked)

• Whether the credential has been  
 tampered with 

1.  Issuer: authority (e.g., training provider) that issues the credential
2. Holder: individual (e.g., learner) who holds the credential
3. Verifier: third-party (e.g., employer) that requests credential verification

Digitally signs attestations: packages
and gives credibility to Holder

VERIFIER

HOLDER

WRITE READ

PRESENTISSUE

Requests proof: verifies that issuer
attestations satisfy requirements

Manages credentials:
uses them to present

proof to Verifiers

Verifiable Data Registry
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“Knowing at any moment that a 
worker’s certifications are valid 
removes uncertainty from the employer 
and reduces risk for future liability.

The blockchain technology behind our 
verified wallets offers confidence that 
each employee’s certification is directly 
verified from the source and any 
changes have an irrefutable trace that 
supports third-party auditing. With 
privacy changes increasing in Canada, 
the employee will own their information 
making the portable Wallet an 
advantageous solution and protecting 
the employer from penalties.” 

 - Dan Giurescu
Credivera CEO
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Exchange
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Credivera is the world’s first open 
exchange for verifiable credentials. By 
bringing issuers, employees and 
employers together in real-time, we 
improve operational efficiencies by 
optimizing employee resourcing while 
remaining in full compliance, enabling 
professionals to achieve the full value 
of their credentials, and empowering 
issuers to extend the impact and reach 
of the education and skills programs 
they offer.

Credivera’s secure, cloud-based solu-
tion collects credential information 
from various issuers, validates it and 
delivers it to employers with a fixed, 
tamper-evident record using private 
blockchain technology. Employers can 
access, view, and manage their entire 
workforce digital credentials through a 
web-based portal. For individual 
employees, the Credivera Digital Wallet 
holds all their critical information on 
their mobile device making it easy to 
read, sort and share.

1. Secure and Tamper-evident: We use verifiable  
 credentials that follow trusted standards to  
 prevent falsification, providing confidence in  
 the status of every document. 

2. Automatic Validation: Our cloud-based, private  
 blockchain technology empowers individuals to  
 display, claim, and verify their credentials from  
 anywhere. 

3. Global Reach: We follow strict global standards  
 defined by W3C and DIF, allowing credentials  
 earned from anywhere, to be read, validated,  
 and displayed with speed, privacy, and trust.

Benefits of the
Credivera Exchange

Verified workforce
Audit friendly

Optimized resourcing

Uploads to
Credivera Digital

Wallet

Credential is
verified through

issuing body

Worker shares
verified credential

with employer



We Know Training
Partnership With Credivera

We Know Training10 has been serving the 
regulated industry space since 2002 with 
their technology platform and quality, 
industry-approved training courses as 
well as personalized safety consulting to 
keep companies on track with the latest 
standards in their respective industries. 
Over 150 North American companies have 
entrusted We Know Training to empower 
over 5 million learners to date, with a 
wide variety of customizable training tools 
to upskill and engage staff for the 
long-term.

In 2021, We Know Training and Credivera partnered to enable training participants to 
receive verifiable credentials from a training provider into their Digital Wallet stored on 
their phone, in real-time. Individuals can show the certifications in their digital wallet 
on their mobile phone to OHS or HSE managers, their employer(s), or other regulating 
bodies. 

By using Credivera’s verifiable credentials, We Know Training reduces fraudulent career 
records, diminishes risk and liability, and exceeds the requirements of the highest 
privacy legislation.
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Credivera's dedication to veri�able 
credentials is invaluable to us as an 
organization dedicated to creating, hosting 
and delivering training that matters. Training 
that matters to learners, to employers, and to 
regulators who are all dedicated to keeping 
our communities and our people safe.

-Ron Mycholuk
Managing Director, 

- We Know Training
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Benefits of
Verifiable
Credentials
to Learners
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The Credivera Exchange empowers 
individuals to be self-sovereign by 
enabling them to control and share their 
credentials – wherever, whenever they 
choose – and by supporting privacy and 
industry compliance. 

Control: Manage permissions for what 
they share, with whom, and for
how long.

Convenience:  Instantly showcase their
qualifications where and when they 
want.

Confidence: No need to prove their 
credentials as they are up-to-date and 
always at hand.

Trust: Technology ensures privacy and 
control, so their credentials are always 
safe and secure.

Benefits of
Verifiable
Credentials to
Training Providers
The Credivera Exchange ensures that 
issued credentials are verifiable and 
protected – upholding their unique value. 
Using verifiable credentials provides you 
with instant global reach, increases brand 
exposure, and aids in building relation-
ships with future learners.

Visibility: Maximize visibility of alumni 
and training programs to grow student 
base.

Reputation: Enhance industry reputation 
to promote brand and alumni relations.

Administration: Optimize internal 
resources with faster response to 
credential requests and proactive 
management of course renewals.

Trust: Issue fraud-proof verifiable digital 
credentials to build trust with your 
customers.
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Conclusion
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To stay relevant, organizations that 
issue credentials – such as diplomas, 
licenses, professional certificates, and 
competencies – need to enable secure, 
authentic digital credentials. Verifiable 
credentials do just that and allow 
learners to make the most of their 
experiences while reducing 
administrative costs and headaches for 
your organization.

By creating a safer, self-sovereign, 
individual-empowered training offering 
you will support lifelong learning and 
relationships with your students and 
their employers. By setting them up for 
success, verifiable digital credentials 
offer learners a valuable tool that 
signals to employers their readiness for 
the job at hand.

Visibility.
Confidence.
Control. 
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Learn more about our innovative digital identity and compliance solutions with a
one-on-one session, hosted by our product experts.

We're here to answer all of
your Credivera product
questions.
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Book your
demo
today

credivera.com
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